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NOTE 
EDGE RECONSTRUCTION 
GRAPHS* 
VWtWiCS cd ~~~tl~Jk:lJtJO?I. &JCJdty of .%iiJthYmcJtics. ~hatwrsrty of W&ur/oo. 
RCCCII\a.4 -J %!a) IWA 
C‘rw c\c?\ ~~~n~?~ r.atJtnai a. thcrc- SUN\ ;I graph w$h a cdgcs which is not un@ejp 
r~~.~~~~t~~~.8~~~~ fhbrn I?% I muI!, cd cdgc-dclrfrd subgraphs. 
The &~~ttst~cfion iI?ort~ecture asserts that a graph is uniquely determined, up to 
isomotphism, from its vertex-dctctcd subgraphs. More precisety, if G and H are 
gtqlhs and there exists a bijcbln u : V(G)+ Y(H) such that G - u 3 H - U(U) 
for each vortex v in V(G), then G and H arc isomorphic. If the vertex sets V(G) 
and V(N) are rcplaccd hy the edge sots E(G) and E(H), respectively, in the 
dcfiniticm abve, we obtain the Edge Ruconsrrucrim Cmjecrure. 
I%@ &construction Conjecture for finite graphs is unsettled (for gerwral 
information, SCI: Hsrary (4)). Part i;rl solutions to the Edge Reconst ructiorr Conjec- 
ture fw finite graphs arc pravidcd by Lcrtris;l [6] and Miillcr [7] Stockmeyer [X] 
dcx-ibes infinitely many owntcrt~\;ampl~s ttj the Reconstruction ConjeLturl* for 
tournament%, and Fisher (11. Fisher ct al. 121 and Harary et al. [S] show thal the 
Rccanstruction Ganjecturc is false for infinite graphs. 
The purpose: uf this note is to show that the Edge Reconstruction ConJc.%:~ WT 
tion and terminology is that of Harary (31 except that we ~4)’ . *rtrccL 
ins’zad of points and iina, resptctively . WC generalize the CIWCC;~I :E 
SM between two graphs as follows: For i = 1,2, let G, be a graph AUK let 
V(C, 1. Then the pairs (G,, A !) and (G,, A :) arc isomorphic if and only if i htrc 
tl isomorphism Q : G , -+ $5, such that cr(A,) =z A:. Furthermore, wt’ say “1at 
the two vertices x, y of 8 ggrclyh P: art’ eyuiu&nr if and only if they are nonadjacent 
:$nd hake the same nei 
1. FOP SCW~ i~firrite (~~r~~~~~l CY. there exisls (4 graplt with (Y edges which i.y 
twt ~~~~~~y p~c~~srr~~ti~~~ from its family of trdgv -deleted subgraphs. 
* arc rt by the Dan Nsrturai Science Rcstxrch Camcil. 
I at is& Jnstitut. A 1 s Urriversltet, Aarhus. Denmark. 
prgof. Let (G,, A, ), i E I, be a family of pairs such that for each i in I9 G, is a finite, 
connected graph and Ai is a subset of V(G,). ASSUIW that for each pair (H9 A) such 
that H is a finite, connected graph, A c V(G), and such ibRat (H. A) is not 
isomorphic to (K,. t3), there are precisely cy eIements i in I such that (f&A) and 
(G,, A,) are isomorphic. Assume there are precisely Oc elements i in 1 such that 
(6 A,) and WI, S) are isomorphic, where k is a nonnegative integer. Now consider 
the graph -m:, the complement of the disjoint union of the graphs Gi. Delete 
from this graph every edge joining two vertices of the set A(cu, k) = U,ElA,, and 
denote the resulting graph by H(cu, k ). Clearly H(a: k ) has cy vertices and cy edges. 
Also, H(cY, k) contain precisely k vertices each of which is adjacent to all other 
vertices, SO if k # m, then N(a. k) and H(cw, m) are nonisomorphic. For each vertex 
x of A (a? k ), add a new vertex 2 to H(a, k) and join it to x only. Assume x’# 9 
whenever x# y, and denote by B(a, k) the set of aff X such that x E A (a, k ). For 
each finite subset F of vertices of H(tu, k), add a set CF of c11 independent vortices 
apd join each of these to each vertex of H(n, k) not in A (a, k ) U F and to no other 
vertex. Assume CF f7 CI:* =T 61 whenever FPf F’ and dcnate by C(a, k) the union of 
aff sets CF. Since H(ct-, k) has cy vertices there are QI sets C’F. and since t.~” = CY. 
C(a, k) has cardinality cy. Fiqalfy, add IU khe resulting graph a set D(a; k) of a 
isolated vertices and denote the resulting graph by G(ar, k ). Then G(o, k ) has a 
vertices and 1y edges. 
We first prove that G(cu, k) and G(tr, m) are nonisomorphic if k f HI. For 
suppose CT : G (a, k ) -+ G (a5 m ) is an isomorphism. Skce a leaves : hc degree of a 
vertex invariant, a(&~~ k)) = D(a, m) and cr(B(cw, k)) = B(a, m). C(n, k) is the 
set of vertices of G(cw, k) which are not isolated and which are equivalent to 
infinitely many vertices. Hence also cr(C(ar, k)) = C(a, m ). and so the restriction of 
u to H(cI, k ) is an isomorphism of H(a, k ) onto W(a, m }. By a remark above, this 
implies that k = m. 
Colrsider any edge e of G(LY, k). If e is incident to a vertex of C(cr, k), then 
G(a, k j - e is isomorphic to G(cu, k). There are a edges incident with vertices of 
~(LY. h). ff e joins two vertices of W(cx, k ), then G(a, k ) .- e is isomorphic to 
C; ((1. k ) unless e is incident to one (or two) of those k vertices of N(cr, k ) which are 
aljjacent to all other vcertices of H(tu, k), in which case G(cr, k) -- c is immarphic to 
G(K k - I) (or G(ru, k - 2)). In particular, if k B 1, then there are CY edges er such 
that G(a, k ) - e is isomorphic to G(a, k - I). Finally, if e joins u vertex x of 
A (a, k ) (say x E A,, where j E I) to f, thorn in G(EY, k) - e, x is equivalent o a 
vertices of C(cy, k ) and hence G(a, k ) - e is isom\qhic tcu G(a, k + r) where r is 
the number of components H of G, - x such that H has only one vertex and this 
vertex is not in Al. For each integer r 5 1, the pair (Kr,, A) (where A con&s of 
the vertex of degree t in K.,) is isnmarphic to (G,, Al) for cs elemcnrs i in I. SO WC 
conclude that there are cr edges & such that G(q k ) - is iwmorphjc to 
G(n, k + I i. 
Summ2rnaing, the deletion of any ~dgc from G(a, k) results in a 
isomorphic to some G(a, m ), where m Z= k - 2, and for each m, 
The adge ruconstrwtion corrjecturu 29s 
max(0. k - I). G(a. k) contrrins Q edges e such that G(o, k) -- e is isotmrphic to 
G(a, m ). In particuian, G(u, 1) md G(a,O) have the same edge-deteted subgraphs 
but they are not isomorphic. 
This comgfctes the proof. 
The graphs G(a, k ) contain isolated vertices and vert;. . of degree I. However. 
an easy modification of these graphs yields counterexarnp, 5 of infinite minimum 
ree tc> the Edge RcconstructioF: Conjecture. For let p be any infinite cardinat 
less than or equal to a. Then we construct a graph J(cr, p, k) from G(n, k) as 
follows: For each vertex x in A (Q. k ) add to (7 (o, k ) a tree each vortex of which has 
degree /3 and identify Z with some vertex of this trc’o. Then dekte the set !I@, k) 
and add instead a forest with a components such that each vertex has degree /3. The 
resulting graph. which we dcnc) !c hv J(n, 3. k ). has minimum &gree p. It is not 
difficult to verify that J(n, Ij, 0) clnd .&, &I) are nonisomorphic but have the satne 
families of edge-deleted subgraphs. 
By considering the line graphs of the graph? described above, we obtain new 
counterexamples TV) the (vertex) Reconstruction Crcnjecture. 3qIs0, the graphs 
c(a.0) and G(a, 1) themselves are exceptions to tine Reconstruction Conjecture. 
Note added in proof 
3 Neikt‘ril asks (private communication) if there are exceptions to the Edge 
Reconstruction Conjecture for infinite rooted graphs with no isolated vertices. This 
can be answered in the affirmative by selecting as the root a vertex in a compuncnt 
which is a tree in each of J(cu, @A) and J(a, /3. 1). 
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